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I always enjoy my visits to this talented youth group and was delighted to be asked to review 
Legally Blonde. I know this is one show the youngsters really relate to and want to be in; my 
granddaughters would certainly back this up. However it is not one that I would particularly 
put up there! That said I can take nothing away from the cast who performed the piece with 
outstanding energy and enthusiasm. It was such a shame that on the night of my visit neither 
Elle’s nor Serena’s mics were working for the majority of the first half. You could see them 
working their socks off and the audience not being able to hear them at all! 
 
Rosie Sumner – (Elle Woods) – This young lady excelled in this role and it is hard to believe 
that she is only sixteen! Her dialogue was animated and dynamic as were her visuals. She 
was able to portray the bubbly fun loving shopaholic party girl and the studious refined law 
student with energy and vigour giving a complete all-round characterisation. Although not a 
dancer she coped with all her routines admirably and never looked out of place.  Her singing 
was confident clear and tuneful and I particularly enjoyed “Positive”.  She has a natural 
aptitude for comedy and this really enhanced her “Serious” duet with Warner.  
 
 Jacob Marshall – (Emmitt Forrest) – I really enjoyed this young man’s performance, he was 
quirky charming and loveable. The way he took Elle under his wing displaying an immediate 
attraction clear for all to see, was absolutely spot on. He has the most captivating smile which 
he used at every opportunity enhancing his character and transferring across the footlights to 
the audience. His dialogue was clearly audible and delivered with a laid back energy that 
really suited the character. He has a super singing voice and all his numbers were well sung 
and put over in character but I so enjoyed “Chip on my shoulder”.   
 
Joe Wilson – (Warner Huntington III) – As Elle’s shallow pompous good-looking boyfriend; 
this young man captured the essence of the character perfectly. His manner demeanour and 
visuals bore this out fully. His voice has a really nice resonance and this enhanced the skilful 
delivery of his dialogue and singing.  A well sung “Serious”. 
 
Natalie Cox – (Vivienne Kensington) – For me this young lady had the best singing voice of 
the evening; it was mellow rounded and effortless. Her part in “There Right There” and 
“Legally Blonde Remix” was outstanding. I liked the way her character evolved from a total 
dislike of Elle to standing up for her and becoming her friend. She absolutely looked the smart 
savvy law student with an upright bearing and reserved stance which complemented the role 
totally. Dialogue was dynamic with great inflection and movement natural and easy.  
 
Peter Smart – (Professor Callahan) – This young man gave a sterling performance as the 
immoral sleezy manipulative Harvard professor. His gorgeous deep speaking voice lent itself 
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to the strong dialogue which he delivered with great aplomb. He carried himself with a 
confident self-assuredness befitting the character and his interaction with the other characters 
was first rate. A well sung “Blood in the Water”. 
 
Saffron Harrington – (Paulette Bonafontè) – This was a standout performance; everything 
about her character, dialogue singing and movement was perfect and could not be faulted. 
She was bubbly, dynamic and animated her vivacious personality was contagious putting 
everyone she interacted with at ease. She has great comic timing and this really came to the 
fore when singing “Ireland”. 
 
Polly Coombes - (Brooke Wyndham) – Where did this young lady get her energy and 
stamina? To skip for that length of time is a challenge but to belt out a song at the same time 
was truly amazing! Her dialogue had good inflection, was projected well with good diction 
which added to her well delineated character.   
 
Harley Emmitt - (Kyle/Dewey) – This young man did well to create two differing characters. 
As Dewey we could clearly see the lazy slovenly couldn’t careless ex-boyfriend; in complete 
contrast his depiction of Kyle was excellent his dialogue was clear and well projected 
delivered absolutely straight which in turn brought out the humour. His relationship with 
Paulette was first rate and when she asked what the B stood for and he answered Brendan 
the audience were right there! The ensuing Irish dance routine was super; well danced and 
lots of fun. 
 
Emily Hawkes - (Enid Hoopes) – As the out and out man hating feminist this young lady 
came across wonderfully well. Her no nonsense dialogue was firm and capable with good 
light and shade. Her interaction was spot on for her character and her movement and 
deportment were also conducive to the role. Her part in “Right There and Legally Blonde 
Remix” was well sung. 
 
Kitty Pilgrim-Morris – (Serena) 
Sophie Harvey – (Margot) 
Amelia Dorey – (Mimi) 
Sophie Tait – (Kiki) 
- This quartet worked brilliantly together with voices that blended splendidly. They all had their 
individual characters which they never lost sight of. Their movement was competent energetic 
and sassy.  All had vivid facial expressions and their animated dialogue complemented their 
performances fully. I particularly enjoyed their Greek choruses.  
 
Lily Caines – (Kate) – This young lady took on several diverse roles each one portrayed with 
expertise. Her dialogue singing and movement were all lively and competent. 
 
Ensemble – What a super ensemble this was. They were so lively animated energetic and 
enthusiastic you could not help but smile at everything they did. Their singing and movement 
was second to none and you could see the joy in their faces as they performed with pizazz. I 
would like to give special mention to the performers in the court room scene (I’m sorry I don’t 
know your names) who were brilliant; the gay couple, Brooke Wyndham’s step daughter and 
the judge. This was a super scene which was really funny and these actors truly brought it to 
life. 
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Matthew Harcourt – (Director/Musical Director) – assisted by Rhi O’Keefe who I’m sure 
played her part in creating the artistry of the end product; and apprentice director Nathan 
Issac who must have enjoyed working with and learnt such a lot from this talented director  - I 
was really impressed with the way this young man had created realistic and believable 
characters. He obviously relates to the youngsters and they in turn have a lot of respect for 
him; which benefits the performance as a whole bringing fun life pace and action to the show. 
He had worked on getting the cast to understand what they were saying thus bringing out all 
the emotions humour and pathos. His staging was first rate; utilising every inch of the acting 
area with good grouping and no upstaging. The only thing I would say is on this occasion 
getting the youngster to assist in moving the scenery didn’t work. It was big heavy and 
cumbersome and the cast just didn’t look comfortable.  
As musical director he had ensured they understood the lyrics so that each number could be 
put over in character. The cast were confident pitch perfect with excellent entries and superb 
diction; which enabled the audience to easily understand the plot. I did feel on the evening of 
my visit the balance between pit and stage wasn’t as good as it could be. Although he 
controlled the band with expertise there were times when they were just too loud. 
 
Daisy Mai – (Choreographer) – assisted by apprentice choreographer Hannah Tait who 
must’ve gained a wealth of experience from working with this young lady.  I was extremely 
taken with the choreography which was fresh original and perky. She had instilled a need for 
precision and accuracy which they followed this to the letter, with each member performing in 
perfect unison and timing with their compatriots 
 
David Parsonson - (Production Manager) – I come across David a lot in connection with 
production. He is obviously in great demand due to his innate ability to produce and co-
ordinate the perfect smooth running of a major show. There was nothing here that could be 
faulted. 
 
Alistair McKay/Michelle Palin – (Stage Manager/Deputy SM) – These two certainly had their 
work cut out with this staging. However they coped admirably and none of the scene change 
were intrusive and this in turn kept the action moving.  
  
Rebecca Simmons – (Lighting Design) – This was a well devised plot which enhanced each 
scene effectively. There was a good use of colour, intimate fixed spotting and general overall 
flooding of the stage; creating great atmosphere. The operation of this fell to Sam Tait who 
was spot on with every cue. The excellent spot lighting operated by Louis Martin/Stuart 
Brookfield really helped to show off the facial expressions of the actors. 
 
Tom Horrox – (Sound Design/Operator) – I have come to expect excellent sound in this 
theatre from this technician. Unfortunately on the evening of my visit this was not the case. 
There was obviously some problem with the personal mics that could not readily be fixed, 
although general stage sound was good. I am certain these issues were resolved for the rest 
of the run. 
 
Cathie Savage/Glynis Smith – (Costumes) – supplied by Starmaker costume hire were 
super. They were colourful original and befitted the action perfectly. I particularly liked Elle’s 
costumes each one suited her down to the ground. I would question some of the girls Greek 
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costumes which were not at all flattering. The gowns were authentic and the gay lads’ 
costumes in the courtroom scene were so over the top they were brilliant! 
 
Jo Stringer – (Make-up Design) – I really liked the make-up it was fresh and natural whilst 
epitomising the youth of the day. It had been well applied and enhanced the visual effect of all 
cast members. 
 
Gemma Wilson – (Programme/Poster Design) – This was a bright catchy design which 
captured the essence of the show perfectly. 
 
Set – (Scenic Projects) – This set was obviously newly built and really showed; being fresh 
and vibrant. It was perfectly equipped for every scene and worked tremendously well. 
 
Thank you 

Jet 
 
Jeanette Maskell - NODA Representative - London Region - Area 13 

 


